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My Visit to Stockholm
Sayani Pathak (Grade 3)

I went around Stockholm, I found it a nature friendly city. I have been to a duckpond to
feed the ducks. I have also been to lake Malar , the second biggest lake in Sweden. We
walked to the lake by the forest path and believe me, its huge ! And so much like a real
woods as we saw a small beetle and a wild squirrel. The squirrel was looking at us. We
walked around 6 kilometres through the dim, uneven , steep woods. The lake was more
like a sea and I saw loads of huge waves, ducks (one came next to me) and seagulls.
In Gamlastan, I saw the Royal Palace of Sweden, the royal armoury, where I could
found some Swedish history. Then we walked to the bank of Baltic's . We managed to
catch the boat ride, and soon we were sailing through the deep blue Baltic sea. The
weather was sunny and there was a pleasant breeze in the air, that I liked. We passed
some islands and one of them was Gronalund, an amusement park like we have in
England. Though looking at the rides made me a bit dizzy. As we sailed back to the
mainland Stockholm I looked at the greenish blue waves hitting our boat.
I have also visited the famous Nobel Museum where I saw the picture of the great poet
Rabindranath Tagore.
The part I liked best about my holiday was when I went to a zoo called Skansen ! In
Skansen I saw lots of nordic animals. When I saw the huge black bear, it was sleeping.
Same with the artic wolves. As the nordic owls stared at me I stared back at them. We
saw an elk laying down as well but the part I liked best was the seals. The great grey
seals were going to be fed at 2 o'clock and lots of people wanted to see, so I went early
and got a front row, really really close to the seals. We had to wait half an hour, but I
guess the seals got really hungry waiting because one of them jumped up to the wooden
platform where they are fed ! And another seal after swimming for some time lifted its
head out of the water and waited until the zookeepers came and nally fed them one not
very big bucket of sh each.
For now bye bye Stockholm, but I want to comeback soon here again.
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Invisible Tears
Sagnik Palit

The boy had been cornered near the dustbin by a group of students. Not only
boys…..there was also a girl among them. Their leader was well-built and athletic and
his voice was full of authority. He stood nearest to the boy, piercing him with stern and
serious eyes. He looked as if the matter was immensely grave and his face gave away
nothing. But in his heart he was enjoying himself. The boy in front was silent and had
already understood what was going on and knew exactly what was going to happen.
He could give anything for not being in that situation at that moment.
It had all begun when the boy had caught a couple of students stealing money. Not that
he cared, but it was his friend’s bag that was being robbed. It was hard for him to make
any friends in that new school, thanks to his autism. He had managed to make one,
anyway. So he went to the boys and warned them not to steal. They ignored him and
went on with what they were doing. The boy did not say anything more. He did not
even tell his friend about this, perhaps he should have. In the next period, he went to the
teacher and accused the two boys of theft. Obviously they denied it and so did the rest of
the class, although most of it was not even present there. The boy was scolded for
having lied. The boy whom he had caught stealing happened to be the monitor of the
class and also the topper. But the boy still did not understand what authority it gave him
to do as he pleased. Now, he could witness it in front of his eyes.
The leader, who was also a thief, pinned the boy to the wall and lips curled into a smile.
It did not have any warmth in it but was full of wickedness. The other boys had started
calling him names. He could not make out what it was but it was nothing good. He felt
numerous voices chanting something around him though there were only a few boys.
Nobody stood up for the boy. The leader was very popular among the students. The
entire class stood there, watching and laughing. The boy tried to cover his ears but his
hands were already clasped by another boy. He was hit in his stomach by the leader and
the blow almost drew the air out of him. A few boys splashed water on his face but the
boy remained silent.
Suddenly the boy found himself in darkness. He knew that he had ADHD and his brain
could not take all the noise at once. He felt nothing. He felt like a lost soul without a
source or a destination. Nobody cared for him. He felt that nobody was out there for
him. The boy knew that he was weak in his studies and equally dull at every aspect of
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learning. His parents had told him that it hardly mattered, but they had lied. It did
matter. The world was not for him. There was no point in living. Suddenly the boy did
not want to live. He had lost all hope. He had given in.
He was brought back to reality when he felt the pain shoot through his lower jaw. The
leader had landed a punch under his chin. The boy sank to the ground, spilling the
contents of the dustbin on himself. A few boys threw food at him and chanted a single
name that he still could not make out. He saw a familiar face from the corner of his eyes.
It was his one and only friend. He smiled at him and splashed water on his face. Now the
boy could take it no more. He began to weep. Nobody noticed as there was enough
water on his face to hide his tears. The leader made his last blow just after the bell rang.
A kick placed squarely on

his chest. The boy wailed and was blinded by pain for a

moment. The crowd around him had melted away. The boy was lying there on the
ground, drenched till his waist, with bits of food on his shirt. The girl emptied her bottle
on the boy’s head and the boy was left alone. He could not move, he could not cry. Then
the nal bell rang and he got up with much difculty. He staggered back to his bench
and took his seat. Then he looked around himself.
It seemed as if everyone had forgotten the matter as soon as it had ended, like a bad
dream. The boy looked at the blackboard and kept staring at it, blankly.

Let’s Find Out
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Money Vs Happiness
Reshmi Ghosh

Yes, I know this topic has been discussed, analyzed, time and again, without any
permanent solution.
I am still in a dilemma and so are the researchers.
Recently I was watching a Comedy Show, a source of Happiness where I heard Ekta
Kapoor (Queen of Indian Television, Producer of Films, Television Series...) mention
that most of her decisions lead to monetary benets however few are made only for
happiness. She said she decided to promote and distribute a bold and strong movie
"Lipstick Under My Burkha" to spread awareness among audience, not bothering about
BOX Ofce numbers.
A successful celebrity like her can invest in such ventures once in a while, but can a poor
rickshaw puller choose to sit at home and enjoy a sunny day just for happiness?
Before moving forward let’s try to understand what is money?
Money, in and itself is nothing. It can be a leaf, metal coin, piece of paper with historic
image on it but derives its value only by being a medium of exchange, a unit of
measurement. Of course, Honorable PM Mr. Narendra Modi did a great job in teaching
us the value of money with Demonetization. I am sure 90% of Indian Population
experienced immediate grief with this decision but in the long run the same 90% would
be glad, hopefully.
In this materialistic world the ultimate goal is to grow up, be capable to earn Money and
the rest (respect, family, love, happiness) is believed to follow automatically. When I
earned my rst salary, yes I was super happy.
With fresh money in my bank account the rst thing I did was sent owers and gifts to
my parents. Then I invited my friend for a treat. I experienced joy by spending that
money and not by keeping it to myself. So, money did give happiness BUT a temporary
one.
Technically happiness is more than just an emotion.
It is a combination of how satised you are with your life and how good you feel daily.
Happiness to me, is the onset of spring, fresh blossom, exuberance of bright colors all
around. It is in a warm hug from your child. Good to know that, The United Nations
declared 20 March as the International Day of Happiness to recognize the relevance of
Happiness and well-being as universal goal.
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Question is can Money really buy Happiness?
Dominique Lapierre a doctor turned author, experienced spiritual rebirth in an
impoverished section of Kolkata, India and named the place "City of Joy".
It was amidst poverty, scarcity and slum did he experience contentment.
Gautama Buddha achieved peace of mind not in the luxury and comfort of his kingdom
but in sacricing worldly desires.
Have you ever noticed the birds cheerfully chirping at the dawn, the blissful dance of
peacocks while displaying its beautiful plumage, the melodious laughter of a baby, the
dog wagging its tail at the sight of its master, the excitement of a child trying to catch a
yellow buttery, a delicate snow ake gently falling on your nose and the list goes on
and on.
My dear friends, none of the above cost money but gives us extreme delight.
Money is absolutely important to live a safe, comfortable life else we humans would
have been still jumping around in the jungle surviving on instincts.
Staying happy is a personal choice and of setting up priorities.
Please use money to get happiness and not the reverse.
So we come back to the same point.
Money can buy a big house but not family
Money can buy books but not knowledge
Money can buy toys but not playfulness
Money can buy medicines but not life.
Money cannot buy a mother’s love for its child
Money cannot buy the blessings from parents
Money cannot buy Happiness.
In short money can buy everything that can be valued but money cannot buy the
INVALUABLE.
Stay Happy!
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Come Alive
Srejith Nair

It had been a sunny day in June 2016 and the denizens of the Swedish terrain were more
than contended with the most beautiful summer bestowed upon them. The weather
apps on iphones and androids favored the barometers surprisingly. Every individual
relied upon the visual forecast and never expected a drop of down pour. After a regular
day at ofce I was just waiting to reach home and entice my tummy with yummylicious
fritters. On exiting the local metro station, I found people covering their heads and
running helter skelter in search of shelters. Astonishment enveloped me at the moment.
The sun shone bright enough and I had been left clueless about the chaos.
I continued my walk almost ignoring the sight. Never did I imagine that this was the
moment that I would begin to start looking at life in a different angle. A few hundreds of
meters away from me, I could literally see a downpour. I stood there looking at it with
amazement and realized that the distance between me and the rain was getting shorter
in the matter of seconds. The wind slowly blew the water laden black clouds towards
the direction that I had been static. I was hesitant to move even an inch from the spot and
in a few moments I had been completely drenched. Even after experiencing the showers
with no waterproof attires, I decided to relish the experience rather than escaping from
the same. Might sound silly, but there had been a reason behind the same.
Never ever had I consciously visualized the phenomena of a downpour prior to that
incident. On interrogating with many of my friends, many admitted their absence of not
visualizing the condensation effect in a conscious manner. Everyone had learnt the
same theoretically in our primary classes. However, most of us have never bothered to
enjoy the same with our hearts and minds sinked into the process.
Nature is truly magnicent and magical. Every creation and of its is undoubtedly
unique. Humans are considered to be the masterpiece of creation. There had been a time
when every human being had been living in synchronization with nature, causing the
damages only to minimal possible extents. Every seasonal changes had been rejoiced
consciously and people lived the moment to the fullest.
Rain has just been portrayed as an example in this context. It is highly important that
everybody consciously comes alive to every minute natural activity. This might look
less important. But from my perspective, it is a need of the hour.
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Due to technological progresses, humans have ended up being more selsh and narrow
minded. Rather than protecting the ora and fauna, we have even destroyed the
platforms for them to nourish. Failing to realize its beauty and importance is only
reason is that we have turned more harmful. The same effect has now drifted towards
the fellow human beings. Competition in all possible dimensions of life has heavily
diluted kind heartedness and friends turn into foes in no time. The downfall of your
neighbour is celebrated more pompously than our own successes.
A many have realized that our lives have more polluted than the drains. And it is we
who are responsible for the same. ‘You are the creator of your own destiny.’
The rst step in solving any problem is realizing that there is one. It is the duty of every
homosapien to shift our priorities to enjoy the bounties of life rather than grumbling
about the thin aws. Get submerged in nature. The rhythm of life becomes more
melodious than ever. The chirping of birds, the formation of seven colours of rainbow,
observing the waves of the oceans, the ight of a buttery, sunrises and sunsets and a
very few examples of the same. Get engrossed in the same. Life becomes more peaceful
and busy such that one would have no time for gossips, chitchats or vengeance.
As we approach the Durga Pooja celebration, I hope that every individual becomes
aware of the godliness within them and learns to honour the godliness with others. On
failing to do the same, our egos would substantially leave us mentally dead.
Come Alive and Stay alive. Let us make the universe a better place to dwell.
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Climbing the peak of Inner Himalaya
Harvinder Singh
Emotion has compelled every mortal who is capable of feeling. But through love and
good intention, many human blunders have been made. To avoid pitfalls, we can learn
to climb the inner Himalaya of self to take a higher view. This avenue for problem
solving will help us deal with important situations.
Following the path up the inner Himalaya allows us to evolve. Through daily exercise
of climbing the Himalaya, we can build up ourselves into a more masterful travellers.
As we go further up the trail, there is a less temptation to stop or turn back, for we can
see the rewards of such purposeful steps, We can come to see the oneness of nature.
Although we are all connected in a chain of creation, each of us has a personalized road
to follow. Our path is as personal as our ngerprints, We come to each new plateau of
understanding from actions taken previously. We may seek direction from those who
have travelled before us. But, individually, we chart our own course by decisions we
make. The extent to which we want to work and accomplish determines our progress.
As we begin our ascent up the Himalaya each day, with a clarity of consciousness, we
do not know how far we will go. The power of self-preservation should keep us from
trying to go too fast. Yet the progress made should compel us to go ever forward.
Serious study is a guide to the wisdom necessary for our meditative climbs.
Contemplation of a higher dream propels us forward.
Along the ridges of the inner Himalaya, the connection between self and the universal
source of all creation become more apparent. There are many points of light where
needed answers are found. There may be a deep, dark valley between each point of
light. We must be willing to walk through the valleys so that we may appreciate the
next point of light.
By cultivating values of the highest nature that we can comprehend, we are given thrust
for furthering our journey. When a truth is emblazoned boldly upon the consciousness,
we know that we do not climb the inner Himalaya in vain.
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The goodness thrives
Omkar

Home from school
Omkar
I cherish the monsoon during the school
days, it marked the beginning of the new
academic year, new gear and the timeless
fun in the rains. This poem is a tiny tribute
to that golden chapter of childhood ...

Nature has many good things to teach,
good values to inculcate; the below
lines are a summary of a very few of those!

**********************************************

**********************************************

They have got new pairs of shoes,
New uniforms and new backpacks,
All charged by the vacation booze,
Filling the air with their quacks

I wish like the Wind be my Spirit,
With eternal freedom bestowed,
Wild ; strong to take any hit,
Cooling, merry and proud

Seated quiet in the classroom,
But their minds are wandering out,
Watching the dusted roads groom,
Enchanted by the new foliage sprout

I wish like the Mountains be my character,
With values that stand high and strong,
Perseverance be an intrinsic factor,
Bravery to face and ght the wrong

On the grounds they go wild,
Skidding on grass, toppling each buddy,
Can't be controlled with measures mild,
Whilst playing in the waters muddy

I wish my knowledge be like the boundless Sky,
Shining like the stars bright lit,
Indifferent to the birds that y,
And available to all under it

In their minds a desire springs,
To be free and drift alike in dreams,
Like a bird that dives and wets its wings,
Like a paper boat that sails in streams

I wish like an Ocean be my mind,
So vast, so deep, yet so calm,
Hiding secrets daunting to nd,
Mighty, yet having an enthralling charm

Lightning, thunders terrify and attract,
And to each other they cling,
Taking the showers along the tract,
Though raincoats they all bring

I wish my desires be like a Tree,
Whose life and death are both worth,
Shade and life it gives for free,
Of benevolence there isn't a dearth

The kids are unhurried and merry,
Jumping and falling in every pool,
Drenched, hungry but devoid of worry,
While walking back to home from school

I wish like the Water be my acts,
All needful to the core,
Flexible to wade through all the tracts,
Helpful to the beings galore
I wish my existence to be like the Sun,
Which brightens up a million lives,
In whose wrath the evils burn,
And under it the goodness thrives
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The Majesty of Grand Canyon
Anirban Ghosh, Silpi Datta

What is considered as one of the seven natural wonders of the world can hardly be
described in a single travel review. We could write all day about what an amazing sight
is ahead of you and what a spectacle it is. Yet, at the end of the day words do no justice to
it.
There might be a number of “Grand Canyons” in other parts of the world. But this is
THE Grand Canyon. Universally famous for the combination of large size and depth,
the exposed layering of colorful rocks dates back to the prehistoric times. Perhaps it's no
surprise, but the lure of the canyon induces a lot of visitors to leave the rim and head
downward towards the Colorado River. Our personal recommendation is that one
should always nd a way to make that a part of the canyon experience, whether he/she
is at the South Rim or the less-visited North Rim.
Day 1: Arrival
We made it to the South Rim of Grand Canyon National Park in the month of October,
where the off-season timing reduced the large numbers of people. We arrived there at
late afternoon after a 240 miles (384 km) drive from Phoenix Airport. We barely
managed to catch the stunning views of sunset from the Yavapai Point. The camping
experience at Mather Campground, as it must be in a national park, was fun. People
might nd hotels outside the park boundary or can also avail the log cabins available
but spending the nights so close to nature cannot be enjoyed in any better way than to
camp in the park.
Day 2: Exploration of the South Rim
We spent the whole next day going from one vista point to the other along the Rim Trail
and Desert View Road. We were somewhat in awe of the Trail of Time that extends
along the rim for what feels like miles. This starts from the Yavapai Point and continues
through the Grand Canyon Village. About 2 billion years of earth's geological history,
supplemented by spectacular rock specimens from the bottom of the canyon, have been
exhibited throughout the trail.
Inside the park, the important vista points include Hermit's Rest (and all other points on
the Hermit Road), Yavapai Point, Mather Point, Yaki Point (ideal for sunrise),
Grandview Point, Navajo Point, Lipan Point (ideal for sunset) and Desert View.
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One important thing we learnt from visiting the vista points is that a lot of the views
look identical. The canyon is so vast that one can only get a slightly different perspective
from adjacent viewing points. So it is worthwhile taking this into account when one
plans to visit there. More so it also gives us a idea of its vastness and what seemed a long
distance for us to get us enough tired, was actually small enough for the canyon to
barely show any change in its view.
The most popular point for sunrise is Yaki Point, and that for sunset is Hopi Point in the
Hermit Road. But for a quieter and serene atmosphere, we would recommend Lipan
Point near the Desert View. The changing color of sunset was better than anything we
have ever seen. The sharp turns and rapids of the Colorado River can be best seen from
the Navajo Point on the Desert View Road. The Desert View boasts of a historic
watchtower designed by famous architect Mary Colter.
Day 3: Deep dive into the canyon
As it was said from time to time, one hasn’t really seen the Grand Canyon until it is
observed from inside of the canyon. Leaving the crowds of Grand Canyon Village
behind was always a part of our plan. And we found that heading down the canyon's
steep slopes gives a much better feeling for the grandeur and scale of the place.
From the South Rim, the most popular hiking trail is the Bright Angel Trail (9.5 miles
one way), which is one of the two well-maintained routes to the river. It is also heavily
travelled, but this is the place for rst-time hikers or those who are concerned about
safety. The route is broad, and rangers patrol it frequently all throughout the day.
However, according to our fellow travelers, the South Kaibab Trail (7 miles one way)
provides much better panoramic views all the way to the bottom, whereas the Bright
Angel Trail is mostly inside a canyon, and therefore hides most of the views.
The biggest issue in the South Kaibab Trail is the safety of the adventurers. This is
steeper than the Bright Angel, there is no supply of drinking water and the restrooms
are not maintained during the off-season. The late summer squeezes every last drop of
moisture out of the hiker whenever he/she goes deeper. It's easier going downhill,
although our aging knees beg to differ. But normally people get themselves in trouble
when they don't have enough resources for a trip down and back, which includes salty
food, enough water and energy drinks. It seems obvious to point out, that a good pair of
running shoes is recommended for canyon hiking. Anything less can bring serious
trouble and can become fatal. Most importantly, no one can come and get you out of
there easily if you turn an ankle or stiffen a knee.
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The Descent
The South Kaibab Trail is a 14 miles hike round trip (22 km), and attains a depth of about
1 mile from rim to river bed.
The Park Service discourages to hike down to the river and then climb up to the rim in a
SINGLE day. However, we tried our luck and extracted the last bit of our strength to
prove them wrong. And glad we are that we did.
We left our car at the visitor center, took the shuttle bus to the trailhead (since there is no
designated parking there), and started before sunrise. Just below Yaki Point, the trail
begins with a series of switchbacks. From Ooh Aah Point, the trail follows the top of a
ridgeline through Cedar Ridge (1.5 miles from rim). After that, the trail traverses below
O'Neill Butte to Skeleton Point (3 miles from rim) without a single switchback.
Thereafter, the trail descends rapidly towards Tip Off (4.4 miles from rim) via another
series of switchbacks.
The rangers recommend using this trail to descend only, because it is very steep and
shadeless, but offers stunningly dramatic views. By the time we reached the Kaibab
Suspension Bridge, one of us managed to get a stiffened knee and another got back pain.
Though we were overwhelmed by the breathtaking views, carrying DSLR cameras and
big lenses felt like a big burden, forget about using them. After reaching the Bright
Angel Campground (7 miles from rim) at the bottom end of the canyon, we became little
tensed thinking about the upcoming ascent. The whole descent took nearly four hours,
which was pretty awesome considering our rusted joints.
The Ascent
Though the slightly longer Bright Angel Trail (9.5 miles one way) is much shadier and
less steep, we again chose the South Kaibab Trail (7 miles one way) for the ascent; just to
save the two and a half extra miles. When we started the epic ascent, we felt like lying
down on the stones and prayed for some miracle to happen which will teleport us to the
rim. We desperately wanted that in the whole ascent of eight hours with the increasing
pain that one of us was suffering from the stiffened knee. Asking for help from park
rangers went in vain. We would not have survived severe dehydration if not for some of
our fellow travelers who helped us with ample water, energy drinks, and some herbal
treatment for the knee.
Near the Ooh Aah Point a heavy thunderstorm started along with a drizzle. The strong
gusts of winds gave us a challenge to keep the body balance intact along the edge of the
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trail and not take a shortcut to heaven. To add to our misery, our sunglasses went ying
and forced us to withstand the dust with bare eyes. Thanks to a piece of rock where they
got stuck and we could recover them.
The last quarter of the hike was the most frustrating one. It looked like we had almost
made it to the top for the last two hours or so, but the tight switchbacks disheartened us
every passing minute. But when we nally reached the top, it was a great feeling; that
we nally scaled the Grand Canyon in a single day.
The whole hike took nearly twelve and a half hours. We started just before sunrise and
nished just after sunset. We barely managed to catch the last shuttle bus which
dropped us at the visitor center. The driver who had a good sense of humor managed to
make us laugh by cracking jokes about our hurting feet. As we entered the Yavapai
Cafeteria at Market Plaza, most people were staring at us like they have seen two Orcs
from the Middle Earth. The restroom mirror gave us the answer to all those looks. Our
black hairs had turned reddish brown from the canyon dust and our heads looked
somewhat like thorny bushes in the deserts.
Day 4: Never say goodbye
It is needless to mention that signicant time and effort were given to nurse the hurting
legs and bring them to usable conditions. After the astounding experience, catching the
return ight from Phoenix was our top priority.
Since that was our last camping trip in US, we decided to donate our tent and other
camping gears to the National Park Service. Then, amidst a persistent drizzle, started
the 240 miles drive back to Phoenix Airport.
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“GET - SET - GO, CAUSE IT's PUJO"
Shyamasree Nandi

Durga Pujo more than a Festival it is an emotion for all the Bengali people. People just go
crazy during these ve days. Basically for us Pujo starts right after Mahalaya- the voice
of Birendra Krishna Bhadra early in the morning give us goose bumps. So Durga Pujo is
what we eagerly wait for the whole year.
Talking about Fashion - this is the best time to experiment with colours like Yellow, Red,
Orange, Pink, Blue, Purple etc. One should opt for more of traditional attire over
western outts during this time because we are used to wearing western outts in our
everyday life. So this is the time where we can go all traditional and wear sarees,
kurtis, anarkalis etc. Choosing fashion
dress not only reects one's style but
also we have to pick the right
accessories and jewelleries to add
more beauty to our entire attire. For
an example one can add a false
ower as a hair accessory and just give
that extra thing to that Traditional
Saree look. In day to day busy life
people do not get much time to get
ready in such traditional way
specially if one lives abroad - in
this case its exactly my
situation. So for me the best
time to deck up beautifully is
mandatorily during the Durga
Pujo. The typical "AathPoure " saree while offering
Anjali and wearing
"saada-laal paar " Saree on the day
of Durga Maa "Baron
“are so very traditional. The ladies
look just amazing. The
men during the Pujo should go for
cotton /khadi /silk kurtas,
dhoti -panjabi (typical bengali).
Along with the attire
one needs to go for suitable
makeup as well.
Makeup is also an essential part.
With traditional dress
one should aunt traditional
makeup as well to make the whole look Oh -so- Perfect. A Bindi, kohled eyes, lipstick
and you are good to go! During the daytime one can avoid going heavy handed
regarding makeup. It should be simple, fresh yet beautiful while the night look should
be more glamorous. Apart from this one should be hydrated always because festive
season means there will be no routine followed which means irregular eating patterns.
So it is a must to keep sipping glass of water throughout the day. This will bring the
extra glow on your face. So bring your best foot forward, forget all your sorrows and
enjoy to the fullest.
( Shyamasree Nandi : FASHION/BEAUTY Vlogger;
YouTube Channel: "bewidshree")
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Drawing : Enakshee Chatterjee ( 5 years )

Drawing : Eeshanee Chatterjee (10 years)

#8

Daisy’s Bird

My bird y and tweet
She can swim & sing
My bird is pretty and neat
elegant & sweet.

Drawing & rhyme by
Ansruta Dutta, Daisy (9 years)
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Best thing to happen for Indians in Sweden, 2017
-Agneev Guin
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I am so proud of you. You are my most precious possession. I can’t live
without you.
I love you to the moon and back.
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IV Corps

By Jove, Major, as if one war was not enough for you!'
'I believe the spirit of adventure dies hard, and once a soldier, always a soldier.' ”

ৎ
Honour and Fidelity, India’s Contribution to the Great War, Amarinder Singh
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Drawing : Abantika Sengupta
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Tagore’s Ark of Noah
Ayon Chakraborty
The most beautiful thing in the universe is creation. But when the creation faces the
battle of destruction then the only way of going forward is to create again, and that can
be only done when the Prakriti and the Purusha complement each other. In mythology
during the time of world-engulng ood, Noah’s boat, the Ark of Noah, to create a new
world after the darkness of destruction sailed with every pair of each animal species, as
that can make the cycle of creation ongoing for ever, Similarly Tagore in his voyage of
literature in his own Ark, he has always sailed with the different characters of Prakiti
and Purush, the Female and the Male. the Shiva and the Shakti; This piece of article,
‘Tagore’s Ark of Noah’, will try to sail you thru the layers of some of his creations to
show how stunningly the togetherness of Prakiti and Purusha has been created and
celebrated in Tagore’s layered and multidimensional creations.
Since the dawn of creation, since when the light of knowledge and wisdom kissed the
waves of mankind, even when there was no absolute start of time, in the innite circle of
creation and destruction only one truth Universe could never defy and that is the
togetherness of Siva and Shakti, The male and the female. Together they can be friends,
lovers, can combat with the world to amaze each other, can renovate, reinvent, repair
him or her own self by the magical touch of each other, can travel thru the eternal
journey of redemption & even can save the world from the ocean of chaos, and for all
these, the nature asks for only one condition, that is togetherness of them, they can
never be alone, to create a better world you need to be paired in Noahs Ark.
Now to analyse this closely with analogical examples from Tagore’s world of literature,
let’s go thru three shades of three pairs of relationships and their journeys Tagore has
created, and that explains some genuine truth of the universe.
Love & Sacrice have grown together with Females and Males as a shell and shelter,
since the time has started to travel.
In his dance dance Drama Shyama, we see how a relationship of love and sacrice and
blindness over love manipulate human beings. Reliving the story will certainly help.
Bojroshen, a foreign merchant, is carrying a necklace of rare emeralds which he does not
intend to trade but which he has bought for the girl of his dreams, whom he has not yet
met. The Queen of the country through which he is travelling has heard of this necklace
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and the King has sent his spies to nd him. But Bojroshen refuses to sell the “Neclace of
Indramani” to the King. Meantime, the queen’s precious royal ring gets stolen and
inevitably, Bojroshen, being the only stranger in the state gets arrested by Kings’ men.
Shyama, a court dancer, was walking on the streets, when Bojroshen rushes past her,
hotly pursued by the King's Guard. She falls head over heels in love with Bojroshen, at
the very fast gaze at the majestic and handsome Man- Bojroshen. Although she sees that
he has been caught and handcuffed by the policeman. Shyama pleads the kings man
“Tomadero eki Bhranti, Ke shei Mohonokanti, Prohori Mori Mori, emon kore ki oke baandhe,
dekhe je amar Pran Kaande”
as she strongly feels that they have done a mistake and they have arrested a wrong guy.
On the other hand, the tragic character of this drama Uttiyo has been a secret admirer of
Shyama for many years but has never expressed his affection for her. When he hears
that Shyama is seeking someone valiant enough to save Bojroshen from an unjust
execution, he tells Shyama that he is prepared to take the blame on himself for the one
she loves and through this sacrice for Shyama, He- Uttiyo will be eternally remain
attached and bonded with Shyama. With the blind and overwhelming love for
Bojroshen in heart and mind, Shyama agrees to this horrifying offer for the innocent
Uttiyo. Tagore wrote the song ‘Mayabono Biharini’ for this play and lines like
Dur hote ami tare sa-dhi-bo
Gopone biroho dore bandhibo
or
Mayabono biharini horini
Gohono swapano sancharini
Keno tare dhori bare koripon okaron
...has been used in a perfect way, well, nothing less was expected from him. Back in the
story Uttiyo surrenders to the King's Guard, showing the ring as proof that he was
responsible for the theft.
Shyama visits Bojroshen in prison to let him know of his release, though she is troubled
by her conscience. Bojroshen is delighted both to be free and to see her again. But Later
Brojosen comes to know the truth and never forgave Shyama. Though Shyama was
beautiful, her deeds could never win Brojosen’s heart. There was love but there was
dearth of forgiveness, there was the pain in the Hero’s heart for not being able to accept
Shyama who He too loved with his complete heart but they could not be together in life
ever as the god of destiny never agrees the sacrice of an innocent, truth Won over
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everything… the love….still remained there….in Shyama’s reprise, In Bojroshen’s
melancholic and repentant heart for rejecting Shyma and also platonic and
unconditional love remained eternally in Uttiyo’s heart for Shyama…forever after his
sacrice.
The cycle goes on… the time and the creator Tagore continues his voyage forward to
play with the layers of relations between the Goddesses he has created and the Gods he
has complemented with. Though personally in this era, It’s a doubt, if the 1939 dance
musical Brojosen in 2017 would have really disown Shayama for this. Well, that might
raise eyebrows and initiate a whole new debate on the topic ‘Evolution of Relationships
and Feelings on the verge of ethics and compassion’. But now we have known how
‘Love at First Sight ‘works and fails with a dramatic intervention of ‘Karma’.
Let’s oat on a paradigm that sails in a completely different vision, where the mutual
love was never from the beginning, as one of the players might be not so attractive, and
then starts changing him or herself for the other player, the game of cupid goes on,
starting of likings fall on place, but nally both of them fall in love with the actually
inner self, the soul. To depict this Tagore took the story of Chitrāngadā and, in 1892,
turned it into a dance drama.
……...in a state far away called Manipur in eastern part of India, the warriors of
warriors Arjuna was out for a travel throughout the country as a part of his
Brhamhacharja and the princess of the state the famous, courageous, brave warrior
Chitrangada was out for hunting. Even Chitrandaga, then Kurupa, was one of the best
warriors in her kingdom, she never cared about ‘rupa’, the beauty…as she had been
raised as a Man and was the sole protector of Her State. But after meeting Arjuna , the
magical touch of him made her reinventing herself as a girl. The famous rabindra
sangeet , ‘Badhu kon alo’ was written under the light of the reinvention of Chitrangada.
‘Sundoro he, Sundoro he,
Bor-mallokhani tabo ano bohe!
Abogunthonochaya ghuchaye diye
Hero lojjito smitomukho subho-aaloke’
These lines were dedicated to Arjun, Tagore made the transformation from kurupa to
Surupa with his lyrical expertise. The story went like this. Following excerpts from
sources ‘Arjuna is impressed by her ghting abilities but all along believes her to be a
man. Chitrāngadā believes he could never love her the way she is. She receives a boon
from Kamadeva, Hindu god of love, and transforms herself into a beautiful feminine
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woman. When she meets Arjuna again, he can't help but fall in love with her. Though
she believes that she has everything she wants in life, deep down she wishes that he
could love her for her true self. When marauders come into her kingdom to take over the
villages, Arjuna learns from the people of the kingdom that their princess is the greatest
warrior around and they wonder why she isn't there to help protect them now. Arjuna
is impressed by the story of this woman who seems to be his equal when it comes to
ghting and longs to meet her. Chitrāngadā appears and saves her kingdom before
revealing her true self to Arjuna. No longer in love with her just for her beauty, Arjuna
marries Chitrāngadā.’ Here even the relationship did not start with love and so called
valentine quotient, the ending was happy though, unlike Shyama. This is the magic and
this makes this two creatures Male and Female to praise accolade and compliment
themselves in all possible way, …. after her transformation to a girl, even in his celibacy
Arjun accepted surupa… the feminine and lustrous Chitrangada. Shayama was written
after almost 50 years of Chitrāngadā, the time ows with Tagore’s creation. The man
was a magic himself. The way he expressed that deep inside the warrior Surupa never
wanted to win Arjuna’s heart with the outer beauty of her, she comes out again with her
own self and commanded the world of uncertainty with her sword and shield, Arjuna,
amazingly took shelter under her courage and surrendered himself to the original and
real Chitrangada. And Tagore proved the very necessity of originality and acceptance
in a true Man and Woman relationship that can never remain unshaken on the basis of
cosmetic or ornamental magic.
We shape for partners, we sacrice our identity, we ow like a river to meet the ocean,
but unknowingly the ocean also waits for the river to meet him in. His use of ‘Badhu
Kon alo..’ is mystic as well as heavenly. The aesthetic take away of the whole creation
leaves us speechless and makes us worship the Noah of the World Literature, Mr.
Rabindranath Tagore.
The time has taken its toll on everyone… so did the creator, the creator Tagore in his Ark
of Noah has taken every pair who can complement each other, what if they do not love
each other, what if they never sacriced for each other, but a pair of pratiki and purush
can even help each other to transform to a better life, to be reborn for the betterment of
human kind, even to the extent to create a Ramayana, the holy Indian epic…drafted out
of a dacoit Dashyu Ratnakar…. The creator sails his Ark of noah thru a time when the
world was engulfed by the fear of Dasyu Ratnakar …. Citation taken from sources,
‘Composed in 1881, the opera was rst performed at the Jorasanko Thakur Bari on 26
February 1881. Tagore himself played the role of Valmiki. It was staged in front of some
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eminent literary personalities of contemporary Bengal like Bankim Chandra
Chattopadhyay, Gooroodas Banerjee and Haraprasad Shastri. The rst edition of the
opera was also published this time. The second and nal edition was published on 20
February 1886.’ This was just a factual citation.
The music of this opera was a "fusion of classical, folk and European strains." The story
narrates how Ratnakara, a robber chief turns into a great poet by the grace of Saraswati,
the goddess of wisdom.
The context of Valmiki Pratibha, and why it has been written here. That little girl, whom
Dasyu Ratnakar, wanted to sacrice for Goddess Kali, could transform Ratnakar only
by her innocence. In today’s world, this analogy and the philosophy behind will solve
many problems, and that is for the sake of the coming generation. Be it domestic
violence or the cruelty of the society, we sacrice our coming generations. The huge
transformation of Dasyu Ratnakar was even appreciated by the Godess Sarwasti and
the famous verse of
mā niṣāda pratiṣṭhāṁ tvamagamaḥ śāśvatīḥ samāḥ |
yat krauñcamithunādekam avadhīḥ kāmamohitam
(“Oh hunter, may you repent for life and suffer, nd no rest or fame, for you have killed
one of the unsuspecting, devoted and loving krauñcha couple.) followed.
The creator Tagore sailing his voyage in the history of literature and wrote the truth
again Since the dawn of creation, since when the light of knowledge and wisdom kissed
the time lapse of mankind till today in all our lives the shivas can only complement the
durgas, and the durgas can only complement the shivas, for a better life, for a better
society for a better tomorrow and through a continued togetherness in various forms, in
various ages and in various romantic or divine or tragic manifestations.
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Independence Day Made Special with Those Who
Value Freedom The Most
Rwiddha Mitra

Independence Day celebrations are conducted aplomb across our country, every year,
on August 15. Be it educational institutes, ofces or housing societies, there’s often a
modus operandi followed to ensure that the day is made memorable.
We, at Aspire and Glee, decided to do it our own way as we spent the day with those
innocent souls – the underprivileged kids of orphanage, for whom life is still a mystery
with no clear solution in sight. This doesn’t dampen their spirit though but actually
makes them ght harder for their future.
The event, titled FATAFATI FOOTPATH was conducted to spend a day with the lovely
kids of The Footpath Children Welfare Trust. With the kids laughing, singing, dancing
and drawing, time ew on wings that day.
Although such trusts get funding from various sources but it isn’t hard to realize that
they are waging a battle within themselves to bring up the kids. We tried to make life a
little easier for them by distributing new clothes, stationary items, basic medicines and
mosquito nets to the children of the orphanage. After having distributed the necessary
accessories we ensured that the kids have a hearty lunch wherein team Aspire and Glee
also joined in to give them company.

The value of freedom is known only when we realize how much we have to strive for it.
Scarred by difculties, these kids know how much independence would mean to them.
The country may be free but their lives would attain freedom only when they manage to
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carve a decent future for themselves. Aspire and Glee tried to ensure that this
Independence Day remained memorable for the lovely souls.
All these wouldn’t have been possible without the funding provided by Stockholm
Sarbajanin Puja Committee (SSPC) who went out of their way to support the cause
without any persuasion. Without SSPC’s help nothing would have been possible and
we would like to wholeheartedly thank the committee for all their support.
Hopefully, the kids at the Footpath Children Welfare Trust morph into butteries in the
years to come.

Crosword

DOWN
1 The evil person
3 The prestigious prize
4 King of God
5 Country we love
6 Where we are
7 Another name of Ma Durga
8 Coldest city in Sweden
9 Name of a daughter of Ma Durga
11 The city of joy

ACROSS
2 Name of a organization
7 Mother of Lord Ganesh
10 Capital of a Scandinavian country
12 He got nobel prize in 1913
13 Indian drum
14 This puja we celebrate during Diwali
Idea and Design Arpita Biswas / Netra Mirajkar /Indranil Sinha
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